
 

Important Dates For Your Diary 

 

March 

9th  Swimming Lessons Yrs 4 - 6 
12th  LABOUR DAY – PUBLIC HOLIDAY  
13th  CURRICULUM DAY – NO STUDENTS  
14th   Swimming Lessons – Last Lesson Yrs 4 - 6 
16th  Swimming Lessons – First Lesson Yrs P - 3 
19th  Swimming Lessons Yrs P – 3 
20th  SMART8 Yrs 3 – 6 
21st  Swimming Lessons Yrs P – 3 
22nd  Year 6 Leadership Day  Members 
23rd  Swimming Lessons Yrs P – 3 
26th  Swimming Lessons Yrs P – 3 
27th  SMART8 Yrs 3 – 6 
28th  Swimming Lessons Yrs P – 3 
29th  LAST DAY OF TERM 1 

EARLY DISMISSAL – 2:30 
 

 

 

April 

16th  CURRICULUM DAY – NO SCHOOL All Students 
17th  FIRST DAY BACK FOR TERM 2 All Students 
24th  SMART8 Yrs 3 – 6 
25th ANZAC DAY – PUBLIC HOLIDAY – NO 

SCHOOL 
 

26th  VSSS Dance @ Laburnum Members 

 

May 

1st  SMART8 Yrs 3 – 6 
8th  SMART8 Yrs 3 – 6 
8th  ICAS Exam – Digital Technologies Entrants 
9th  Mothers Day Stall  
10th  Mothers Day Stall  
11th  Mothers Day Stall  
15th  SMART8 Yrs 3 – 6 

 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

 

Dear Members of the Glen Waverley Primary School 
Community, 
 
I trust this fortnight’s newsletter finds you and all of the 
members of your family well. As usual we have so many 
exciting things to share in the Glen Waverley Primary 
School newsletter.  
 
2018 Foci 
As mentioned in previous newsletters, this year I have 
introduced 3 key foci in order to sharpen the lens a little 
more throughout our school. The foci being:  
 

 Academic Rigour – the effort we place in teaching 
and learning  

 Orderliness – the importance of ensuring 
everything is in order, organised, neat, tidy etc and 

 Educating the Whole Child – academic education is 
one element of raising happy, healthy children, 
however it is important that we also focus on 
concepts, values or skills such as persistence, 
manners, resilience etc. 

 
It has been wonderful to see just how well these are 
being implemented across our school and also at home. 
For example, some of the Year 2 children would like to 
share how they practice orderliness at home: 
 

Ahmed – When I get out of bed, I always make my 

bed straight away and I also clean the lounge room.  

 

Aletea – I clean around the house. For example I 

clean the lounge room which has the sofa and where 

we sit and watch TV.  
 
Well done everyone and I look forward to additional 
stories of how the 2018 Foci are implemented at home.  
 
 
 

UNIFORM SHOP 
 

Situated in the West Wing on the School Grounds 

Open Monday between 3.00 – 4.30 pm 

Wednesday between 8:15 – 9:30 

Closed Public Holidays and School Holidays 

Orders may be left with the office 

 

SCHOOL LUNCH ORDERS 
 

Lunch orders are available from our service provider Balance Living 

Catering five days a week. 

Ordering is done through an online service, details of which are 

available on our website or visit 

http://www.balancedlivingcatering.com.au/ 

school-lunch-ordering.html 
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Our New Gymnasium Update  
The builders are feverishly working away in 
order to have our gymnasium completed by 
the end of Term Two. Currently they are 
installing: 

 The internal plaster   

 Window frames  

 External fascia  

 External cladding  

 Insulating the walls and  

 Painting the steel beams.  
 
Included are some photographs of the 
gymnasium and I look forward to providing 
additional news in next fortnight’s newsletter 
– how exciting!   

 

New Adventure Playground Update 
There has certainly been an even higher level of excitement 
in our school as the new Year 3 – 6 adventure playground 
was constructed last week. I am very pleased to report that 
is should be completed by the end of this week as we are 
currently waiting for the soft fall material to be installed. 
Naturally this would not have been possible if we did not 
have families settle their schools fees, once again, a sincere 
thank you for doing so as the new playground will be 
another fabulous asset for our school community. Included 
are photos of the playground and I look forward to sharing 
additional photos of the finished product in our next 
newsletter.  
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Thank you to Paperchase Office National 
A sincere thank you to Paperchase Office National for their kind 
donation of some basketballs recently. They are the company that 
provided this year’s student requisites and their service and 
quality was fabulous – as a school we thoroughly recommend 
them. Included is a photo of Michael and School Captains Anuk 
and Alley with the new basketballs.  

 
School Council Update 
As reported in the last newsletter, the composition of the 2018 
School Council is now complete and is as follows:  

 

Parent Representatives: 
Nikhil Daftary, Savitha Krishnappa, Rajiv Baheti, Hayley Ho, Masuma Salman, Paul van den Bergen, Nuwan Ranasingha, 
Dilum De Silva, Deepa Damle and Rajan Anandasivam.  
Staff Representatives: 
Helen Tomecek, Andrea Lowe, Sarah Donald, Anat Garzberg - Grant and myself. 

 
This fortnight I have also attached an overview of the role of the School Council compared to that of the Principal. 

Area of Activity The School Council …… The Principal …… 

 
 
Curriculum  

Develops the broad direction and 
vision for the school using guidelines 
provided by the Department  

Leads development of teaching and 
learning programs 
 
Determines teacher, subject and 
time allocations, timetables, class 
sizes and structures 

 
 
 
Student Management  

Develops student engagement policy 
and student dress code 
 
Consults with the school community 
before adopting changes to these 
policies 
 
 

Implements these policies 
 
Considers and, where appropriate, 
grants exemptions to dress codes 
 
Manages all matters of student 
wellbeing, discipline and academic 
progress 

 
 
Staff Employment and Management  

Approved employment of some staff 
e.g. casual replacement teachers, 
canteen staff 
 
Recommends to the Secretary of the 
Department the appointment of a 
principal  

Is responsible (as delegated by the 
Secretary to the Department) for the 
employment and management of 
persons in the Teaching Service 
(including non-teaching staff) 

 
Buildings and Grounds 

Enters in contracts for buildings and 
grounds improvements  

Oversees maintenance of all facilities  
 
Monitors implementation of 
contracts  

 
 
 
Child Safety Standards 

Develops policies as required by the 
Child Safety Standards 
 
Reviews existing contracts and 
ensures future contracts address the 
requirements of the Child Safety 
Standards  

 
 
Implements these policies  
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Once again, thank you to the members of our school community for nominating for School Council and a reminder that 
they represent our school community, as such, please do not hesitate to contact them if you would like any issues 
raised on your behalf.  

 
Junior School Councillors (JSC) Update 
Our newly elected JSC had a very exciting 
morning on Tuesday when they completed 
their very first leadership development 
session with Gary and Liam Ryan from 
Organisations That Matter. The children 
covered such concepts as: 

 What is leadership? 

 What are the qualities of a good 
leader?  

 What are some of the actions we can 
implement to demonstrate good 
leadership? 

 Self-talk and leadership.  

 How will they use their newly 
developed leadership skills as a JSC?  

 
In the near future they will complete 
another leadership session with Gary and 
Liam and also a public speaking session 
with Mr. Lowe, Ms Jom and Ms. Silva. 
 
Congratulations to all of the 2018 JSC’s and 
I look forward to sharing the wonderful 
plans they have for our school community 
as soon as possible.   

 
 
Prep Families BBQ 
Our annual Prep Families BBQ was held 
last Thursday evening and, once again, it 
was a resounding success as so many 
families were able to meet and get to 
know one another whilst the children took 
the opportunity to expand on their 
friendships. 
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Prep Families BBQ (Cont’d) 
Naturally such an event is not possible without the thorough planning and 
implementation of the staff – a sincere thank you to the numerous staff 
members who assisted in various ways as your efforts are greatly appreciated 
by the children, their families and I.   

 

Year 4 – 6 Athletics Day 
There was certainly even more excitement in the air last Friday as the Year 4 to 6 
children participated in our annual intra-school athletics carnival. The children had a 
fabulous time completing various sporting events in preparation for the District Athletics 
carnival which is being held on Friday 23rd March. 
 
Thank you to the numerous parents who were able to come along and assist or cheer 
the children on, the staff for the amazing contribution and congratulations to Mr 
McCormick and Mrs Lowe for the fabulous coordination of the event.  
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Principal Awards 
As Principal I ensure that I am involved in the learning process as much as possible and as such strongly encourage all 
students to share their learning with me. Those who receive a Principal’s Award have their names and the reason why 
they received an award printed in the school newsletter. This is something I cherish dearly as do the children and their 
families.  
 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A PRINCIPAL’S AWARD RECENTLY:  
 
Prep A 

 Tharushi for being a very helpful member of our school community 

 Oscar for being a terrific helper  
Prep B 

 Hunar for being a fantastic friend to everyone! 

 Serena for receiving the student of the week trophy from her dancing club 

 The whole class for writing amazing recounts about the Prep BBQ 
Prep C 

 Anaya for drawing a beautiful picture for my office  

 Ahanya and Swanya for being amazing friends who always look after each other  

 Riyon for being a very helpful member of our school community  

 Andrew for making great choices  
Prep D 

 Kiyara for being a really responsible member of our school community 

 Dusmika and Hansiga for writing amazing recounts about the Prep BBQ  
Prep E 

 Lithika, Tania and Guntas for writing amazing recounts about the Prep BBQ 

 
1B 

 Elsa and Dylan for explaining how to make numbers more than 100  

 Adam for planning a fabulous story about his family   
1D 

 Ritisha and Sayum for creating a very well written family tree  

 Sahana, Pavana and Ileesha for making beautiful cards for my office  

 Pavana and Ileesha for making an amazing paper plane that flies so far  
1E 

 Mikaela, Sean and Dinethya for making beautiful cards for my office  

 Elisha and Saumya for writing lots of cards and drawing lots of beautiful pictures for my office  

 2A 

 Hari for writing the most amazing narrative about a fox and a turtle 
which is featured in the Kids Corner section of our newsletter  

 Jenidu for writing a great recount about the History in a Box incursion  
2B 

 Senudi for showing orderliness throughout our school by cleaning the 
yard  

 Owen, Raywinn and Rex for working so hard to ensure a younger 
member of our school makes a smooth transition to school 

2C 

 Trisni and chathuka for showing orderliness throughout our school by 
cleaning the yard  

 Jessica, Trisni, Liyansa and Theenu for being very helpful members of 
our school community 

 Cody and Sashane for being very responsible and keeping our school 
yard neat and tidy  

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A PRINCIPAL’S AWARD RECENTLY:  

 
2D 

 Mihir for receiving a trophy from the Cantabile School of Music 
for learning how to play the piano  

 Aletea and Ahmed for being excellent helpers around the school  
2E 

 Ruhein and Senon for showing orderliness throughout our school 
by cleaning the yard 

 
3B 

 Nafi for writing the most amazing and somewhat gruesome story 
about a wolf and a ghost! 

 Chiru for being a wonderful friend  
3C 

 Madelyn for being a very helpful member of our school 
community  

 
4A 

 Diya for creating a piece about how think marks can be used 
when writing   

 Rithvik for writing a very detailed recount about the Yum Yum 
story  

4B 

 Cheniru for making a bay blade, dragon and a speedboat out of 
LEGO  

 Srihaas, Shreya and Oscar for being very supportive friends  
4C 

 Dennika and Siyumi for being incredibly honest members of our 
school community  

4D 

 Appu and Noah for creating a vast list of “gh” and “ph” words 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A PRINCIPAL’S AWARD RECENTLY:  

 5A 

 Helaka for receiving 2 trophies from the Narre Warren North 
Cricket Club one for the best batsman and the other general 
participation  

5B 

 Hassan for completing an amazing array of drawings  
5C 

 Jayda for assisting Mr Laffy update the Multi Media display 
board  

 
6B 

 Avani for being a very helpful member of our school community  

 Radith, Esther and Thinuri for creating the most amazing and 
informative Chinese Red Pockets or Couplet in order to share 
some information about the Chinese culture  

6C 

 Vedant, Adarsh, Varun and Pawan for writing exceptional pieces 
about fairy tales from the perspective of the not so innocent 
main character which are featured in the Kids Corner section of 
the newsletter  

 Kuvam, Vishnu, Harindra, Sandhi, Tashiya, Jasmine and Harani 
for working cooperatively in Mandarin class to create a red 
lantern and red envelope to acknowledge and celebrate Chinese 
New Year  

 
Wishing everyone a safe and happy fortnight,  
Frank Catalano 
Principal  
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Scholastic Book Club Ordering 
 

Our School provides students and their families the opportunity to order books through Scholastic Book Club.  
Product booklets are distributed once or twice a term and parents are able to order online through the 
Scholastic website. 
 
We wish to advise our school community that we will no longer be accepting orders ‘across the counter’, it is 
now necessary for parents to order books through the ‘Scholastic Book Club Loop’ ordering program.  The 
Scholastic site link is located on the lower left portion of the order form or you may use the following link to 
register and order books :-  Parent Login 
 
Visit our GWPS Website for instructions on how to order online or alternatively go directly to the Scholastic site 
to begin the process. 
 
Glen Waverley Primary School Website – Scholastic Book Club Ordering Page 
 
Instruction Booklet 
 

https://mybookclubs.scholastic.com.au/Parent/Login.aspx
http://www.glenps.vic.edu.au/page/146/Scholastic-Book-Club-Ordering
http://glenps.vic.edu.au/uploaded_files/media/scholastic_online_ordering_instructions.pdf
http://glenps.vic.edu.au/uploaded_files/media/scholastic_online_ordering_instructions.pdf


Ally, Anuk, Rasna and Senhus 
 

Welcome back to the Captains Corner section of the newsletter! If you haven’t 

heard we now have a new school pet, a bluetongue lizard however, it doesn’t have 

a name. At this stage, we have been told that it is a male so we have decided to 

have a competition, to name our pet lizard.  

 

The competition closes next Friday, 16th March, and we (the School Captains) will 

choose 4 boys names from the suggestions. Once we have these, they will be sent 

to all of the classes for the students to vote on. Then on Monday 27th March, we 

will read out the name with the most votes.  

 

So students, please make sure you put your suggestions in the Suggestion Box 

which is located near the lizard’s tank right next to the Art Room. We look 

forward to reading all of your fantastic suggestions!  

 

Ally & Anuk 

 

 I wonder 
what they’ll 
name me 
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TERM 1 CURRICULUM 
 

This year has commenced with the students in all levels building respectful learning expectations for 

themselves and their class which each student can clearly articulate.  It has been outstanding to see such 

focused students from day one. 

 

At the beginning of this term, the Staff have had the support of Marilyn Snider from BeThinkGlobal to 

ensure our units of work develop globally competent learners. The Teaching and Learning worked 

collaboratively to strongly incorporate the concept of identity that threads through the school curriculum 

from Foundation to Year Six. 

 
FOUNDATION: PERSONAL IDENTITY  

This Term our Prep learners will be inquiring about the question ‘Who am I really?’  

 

The learners will be exploring who they are and their identity. They will be discovering where places and 

things belong. Our Prep learners will be involved in numerous learning experiences in which they will all 

have an opportunity to share and reflect on themselves as wonderful learners at our school.  

 
YEAR 1: FAMILY IDENTITY 

The Term One Inquiry Unit for 2018 is focused around students exploring families, and their personal 

journey to Glen Waverley. We will be exploring family life around the globe, discovering what families look 

like, how they are alike and how they are different.  

 

The students enjoyed their first incursion of the year, The History Box which provided a hands on learning 

environment where students explored questions such as “Who are we?” and “Where did we come from?” 

 
YEAR 2: COMMUNITY IDENTITY 

The Year Two’s will be investigating the inquiry question of “How do our identities shape our 
communities?”  
 
The students will reflect on their own identity and the wide range of cultural backgrounds within their own 
classes. This will extend to exploring how these identities have impacted on our school and the community 
around them. Students will then transfer their knowledge to explore the effects of identities on 
communities over time. The learners will  explore, recognise and appreciate the history of their local 
environment by examining the remains of the ‘past’ in contrast to the ‘present’. They will use this 
knowledge to infer future growth within their local and global environment and the ways in which this can 
be sustained. 

 
YEAR 3:  CITIZENSHIP IDENTITY  
In Term One, the Level Three students will be learning about the different communities they are a part of 
through the focus question, ‘How do communities work and what is my role within them?’   This will be 
largely a ‘Civics and Citizenship’ inquiry with an emphasis on identity and diversity, including where and 
how the students fit into their different communities.     
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YEAR 3: CITIZENSHIP IDENTITY (Cont’d) 
The students will begin with a study of the classroom learning community, building up to a deeper understanding of 
the diverse backgrounds of their classmates and their families and the various contributions they make to our 
community.   
 

From here the students will investigate the school community, progressing to their family community and then the 

local community. This will then extend to investigating the local council and how it operates to assist our families and 

households.  The need for rules and laws for us to function as effective citizens within our different communities, will 

be reviewed and discussed, together with an exploration of the differences between the definitions of rules and laws. 

 

YEAR 4: NATIONAL IDENTITY 

During this term the students will use the lens of questioning to think about how people feel when they leave a 

country and settle in a new one.  

 

This will begin their investigation into “How do our journeys and explorations shape our identity?” Through this 

inquiry the learners will explore the reasons why people move and how this adds to our identity.  In Year Four, the 

students commenced the unit with a classroom scenario where they were exposed to the concept of taking land, 

property and processions in order to evoke the feelings of great loss and great gain.  

 
YEAR 5: ETHICAL IDENTITY IN HISTORICAL EVENTS 

In Term One, students will be exploring historical Australian events that occurred during the 19th Century. Students 
will investigate “How have significant events in history influenced Australia and its people’s identities?”  
 
Students will question, research, clarify, reflect and synthesize about the development of colonies across Australia. 
Through the Year 5 camp experience, the students experienced what life was like for different groups of people in the 
colonial period. On return the students will investigate how the Victorian Gold Rush and the Eureka Stockade changed 
the political landscape of Australia and the impact upon the development of Australian society. 

 
YEAR 6: GLOBAL IDENTITY 

During Inquiry learning the students will be investigating the question “How does our physical, social, emotional and 

digital health shape out identity with different societies?”  

 

In this unit, learners will explore the influence of physical, social, emotional and digital health and wellbeing in their 
personal lives. They will be given the opportunity to develop an understanding of the influence people and places 
have on personal identities, as well as recognizing the influence of emotions on behaviours.  
 
At a deeper level, students will investigate the factors that influence how people interact, including internal and 

external motives, as well as describing their own and others’ contributions to health, physical activity, safety and 

wellbeing at home, at school and in the community. In class, the students will explore how individual, social and 

cultural differences may increase vulnerability to stereotypes, and how these may impact others’ wellbeing and 

overall health. 

 

As the unit progresses we will also discuss strategies for handling different situations and why these strategies are 

more effective than others.   

 



The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 

The fortnight’s pieces feature a Year 5 Camp reflection, a narrative and pieces 
from well-known fairy tales that are written from a different perspective! 

Congratulations to the children who have had their writing published. 

 

Year 5 Camp at Beechworth by Tharusha 
 
On Monday 11th February the Year 5 students gathered at the Mountain View Hotel 
car park to go to camp. It was a chilly morning but we were still excited. We waved 
goodbye to our parents and headed off to Beechworth. On the way we stopped at 
Euroa for morning tea and then after a few hours we had lunch in Glenrowan where 
we saw 3 statues of Ned Kelly who was a notorious prisoner. Then we headed 
straight to the Old Priory in Beechworth.  
 
I was surprised when the lady said the building was 120 years old and the place 
looked creepy too. Then we went to our rooms and unpacked our luggage. 
Afterwards we had dinner and did our evening rotations – Group 1 and 2 had the 
camp fire and Groups 3 and 4 Bush Dancing. It was an exhausting day so we had a 
good sleep.  
 
On Day 2, after breakfast we went to the court house and acted as Ned Kelly – this 
was fun! Then we went to the museum and I was very surprised about the history of 
Beechworth. After having lunch we had more activities. 
 
After breakfast on Day 3, we went gold panning and had a walk around the gold field 
and after dinner we watched a movie whilst the other dis singing with Lazy Harry. 
 
On the last day we went on a really big hike through the gorge. Even though it was 
very tiring, I really enjoyed it. After lunch we headed back to school. It was a bit sad 
that the camp had finished but I was very excited to see my parents after 4 days. 
 
Looking forward to next year’s camp!  

 

The Fox by Hari (Year 2) 

 

There was a fox who jumped over a 

turtle and landed into the water, then 

the turtle woke up. The fox poked his 

head out of the water. The turtle got 

scared so he ran as fast as he can into a 

log. 

 

The fox found the log and jumped onto 

it. The turtle was scared so he went 

further inside but the fox followed him. 

Then the turtle asked, “How do you do, 

can we be friends?” 

The fox said a very excited, “Yes!” and, 

they lived happily ever after!  
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Jack and the beanstalk (Giant's perspective) by Adarsh (Year 6) 
 
Have you ever wondered if Jack was evil or not? Well Jack is a 
cruel and naughty menace as he steals from the poor old giant. 
The book only shows bad traits of the giant but what if they 
show bad traits of Jack!!! It would be a whole different story.  
 
Some bad traits Jack has are: he is a disobedient and 
irresponsible child but these are only a few out of the millions 
Jack has. 

 

Jack and the Beanstalk (Giant's perspective) By Pawan 
(Year 6) 
 
Many can’t stand Jack for his agonising actions. He 
trespassed into the poor giants’ home, only to steal the 
objects they worked so hard for. Jack disobeyed his 
mother’s instructions, disrespecting the giants by 
stealing their golden goose and harp right under their 
noses and killing a giant leaving the other heartbroken. 
Criminals in our society like Jack should be chained and 
punished for his disgusting behaviour. 

 

Goldilocks is Bad! (The Bear’s perspective) By Varun (Year 6) 
 
Many people think that Goldilocks is innocent and it wasn’t her fault she 
went into the bear’s houses. However, think again. Mother bear made 
her family some delicious porridge to eat but Goldilocks came into their 
house without permission and ate it all up, not only that but she also 
broke other people’s property and even slept in somebody else’s bed! 
How innocent indeed!  
 
She committed serious crimes like trespassing, vandalism, lawbreaking 
and also showed tonnes of disrespectfulness.  
 
What If this happened to you? Would you be happy?  

 

Why The Three Little Pigs Are Bad! (Wolf's 
perspective) By Vedant (Year 6) 
 
Have you read the Three Little Pigs? 
 
They are horrible and disgusting and I am 
sure most of you will not believe this 
because you haven’t stopped to consider 
this from the Wolf’s point of view.  
 
The poor wolf just needs some sugar and 
sees three little houses. Therefore, he 
walks over to them, one by one because he 
wants to make grandma a cake for her 
birthday. Unfortunately, pigs think wolves 
eat them so they don’t even think about 
opening the door, so when the wolf tries to 
come in through the chimney, they set fire 
on him! What a very mean thing to do! 
 
They didn’t even ask why he came over. 
How would you feel if this happened to 
you? 

 



 

Happy Birthday to the following students who celebrate their 

special day during the first half of March:    
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Prep C: Gerwin 
Prep D: David 
1B: Isabelle and Ruhain 
1D: Youssef 
 

2D: Ayub 
2E: Jagrithi and Rafa 
3D: Sanuki 
3E: Esme 
 

4B: Kallol and Rithila 
5A: Saum 
5B: Foebe, Anqi, Chamali and Zi 
5D: Vanessa and Vinuki 
5E: Sean, Brian and Jessika  
 

6A: Manas 
6B: Chloe 
6C: Dulein 
6D: Trisha, Alex and Sumukha 
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APPLYING FOR THE 2018 CAMPS, SPORTS & EXCURSION FUND (CSEF) 

AT GLEN WAVERELY PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Every Victorian child should have access to the world of learning opportunities that exist beyond the classroom. The Camps, Sports and 
Excursions Fund helps ensure that no student will miss out on the opportunity to join their classmates for important, educational and fun 
activities.   
 

School camps provide children with inspiring experiences in the great outdoors, excursions encourage a deeper understanding of how the 
world works and sports teach teamwork, discipline and leadership. All are part of a healthy curriculum.  CSEF is provided by the Victorian 
Government to assist eligible families to cover the costs of school trips, camps and sporting activities.  If you hold a valid means-tested 
concession card, or are a temporary foster parent, you may be eligible for CSEF. A special consideration category also exists for asylum 
seeker and refugee families. The allowance is paid to the school to be use towards expenses relating to camps, excursions or sporting 
activities for the benefit of your child.  The annual CSEF amount per primary school student is $125.00.  The CSEF payment cannot be 
used towards voluntary school charges, books, stationery, school uniforms, before/after school care, music lessons, or 
formals/graduations. 

How to Apply for CSEF – New for 2018! 
If you applied for the CSEF at Glen Waverley Primary School in 2017, you do not need to complete an application form in 2018, unless 
there has been a change to your family circumstances; such as a change of custody, change of name, change of concession card number, 
or new siblings commencing at the school in 2018.  Check with the school office if you are unsure. 
 
If you are new to our school please ask at the office for the CSEF Application Form, complete it and bring it to the school office together 
with your Concession Card. 
 
State Schools’ Relief (SSR) 
Each year State Schools' Relief assists families who are experiencing financial disadvantages with school clothing, shoes and other 
essential items.  SSR has received additional government funding so that it can help more families needing financial assistance. Students 
starting prep or year 7 in 2018, who meet the CSEF criteria outlined above, are automatically able to get help with uniforms.  SSR will 
provide basic uniform items and/or a voucher for each student who meets the criteria.  The uniform items available for prep students will 
be advised by SSR during Term 1 2018. 
 
How to Apply for SSR 
Parents of Prep 2018 students must apply for CSEF by the closing date before they are eligible to apply for a uniform pack.  Once your 
CSEF Application has been lodged, and funds received by the school, we will send you a SSR Application for completion and return.  
Please do not contact SSR directly as they cannot accept applications from parents.  The applications for Prep 2018 CSEF uniform packs 
will be submitted by us in Terms 2 and 3 2018 



 

 

The advertisements in this newsletter are in good faith but no responsibility as to the quality of the products or 

services offered is accepted by the school 


